
South Africa’s premiere design brand, 
renowned for its boutique collection of 
sophisticated & paired back designs is 
now represented in the US via

STUDIOTWENTYSEVEN

 
is a small batch 
producer of 
attentively 
crafted fine 
furniture, 
lighting and 
décor; as 
well as its 
signature 
collection,   
OKHA is well 
versed in 
creating 
limited 
series works 
and tailored 
one-offs.

Image: Maxx armchairs and 
custom rug



Creative Director Adam Court, shares that he believes design 
should stir the soul as well as excite the eye. As such he 
approaches the creative process from a broad vision that is 
informed by a passion for ART + CULTURE in all its formats.

Carlotta barstool in luxury hotel bar interior 
BAR ROC at Ellerman House. Right, Adam 
Court, creative director and designer at OKHA



“The 
STUDIOTWENTYSEVEN 
collection is a rarefied 
curation of iconic 
contemporary design. 
For OKHA to be part 
of the collection is 
very humbling and the 
perfect forum to bring 
the brand to the U.S.”

Founder of STUDIOTWENTYSEVEN, Nacho Polo curates with an intuitive 
passion that is clearly evident in the iconoclastic collection that he has 
assembled under the STUDIOTWENTYSEVEN banner; it’s an exciting and 
exhilarating introduction to the U.S design market for OKHA.

Nacho Polo

Adam Court, OKHA



“Design is an emotional 
medium, good design 
should affect someone 
emotionally & intellectually 
as well as being a 
practical, functioning, 
well-conceived product.” 
Adam Court

Left, Verb dining chairs, Bison dining table, Rock sculptures 
(right) bespoke cabinets, Lean side table, Traffic lamp, Gloob 
armchair and bespoke rug. 



“It’s got to look good from all angles”

Barnett dining chair

Adam Court, OKHA



“Here in Cape Town, with the mountains, the ocean, expanses of blue skies, there’s something 
fundamental about form & scale that affects how you see things and what you create”.

Magnifico coffee table with Flame Travertine 
table top and Larch timber legs

Adam Court, OKHA
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Bijou Marble side table, made from 
antique brass and marble insert
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